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TELESCOPIC THERMAL INFRARED MEASUREMENTS OF THE SILICATE 
MINERALOGY OF LUNAR RED SPOTS 

Paul G. Lucey and B. Ray Hawke, Planetary Geosciences Division, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, 
University of Hawaii at Manoa. 

Several units on the lunar surface distant from the landing sites have been proposed to be 
composed of Si02-rich rock types1 l 2 y 3 .  A group of such units consists of four features of possible 
volcanic origin in the western portion of the nearside of the Moon. These were identified on the basis 
of their relatively high albedo, morphological distinctiveness, and bright "red" appearance in 
ultraviolet-visible color difference photographs 1p2#3s4. These are the Gruithuisen domes (y and 6), 

the Mairan T dome near the shores of northwestern Oceanus Procellarum, and Hansteen a, also known 
as the Arrowhead, north of the Humorum basin. All four features exhibit morphologic characteristics 
which suggest that they may have been constructed of viscous, perhaps silicic, lavas3 A second 
group is composed of the areas associated with the major thorium anomalies identified by the Apollo 
orbital gamma-ray experiment. These include the Aristarchus region, likely Aristarchus crater 
itself, and the rim of Archimedes crater5. These locations also exhibit ultraviolet and near-infrared 
compositional anomalies. These characteristics have led some workers to suggest that these areas 
may be composed of either KREEP~ 82 or possibly more evolved KREEP-related rock types such as the 
quartz monzodiorite clasts in 15405~.  

If silica-rich evolved compositions do occur high Si02 minerals such as quartz and potassium 
feldspar will be present6v7*8~9. In order to test whether the locations listed above contain these 
high silica minerals, the remote sensing technique of thermal emission spectroscopy was employed to 
search for evidence of such minerals at some of these locations. The measurement of mineralogy 
with this technique depends upon the characterization of the wavelength of an emission feature known 
as the Christiansen peak which correlates with the silicate structure of a measured mineral. The high 
Si02 minerals found in evolved silicic lunar rocks exhibit emission maxima at much shorter 
wavelengths than those of the much more common minerals feldspar, pyroxene and olivine (Figure 1). 
Because the Christiansen emission peak of a rock is roughly a linear weighted average of the peak 
positions of its component minerals, a rock containing significant amounts of the silicic minerals will 
exhibit a Christiansen emission feature at a much shorter wavelength than that of more typical lunar 
basaltic material. Thus thermal emission spectroscopy is well suited to the task of detection of 
high-silica evolved lunar rocks. 

Emission spectra of a variety of locations on the lunar surface were obtained with the NASA 
Infrared Telescope Facility at Mauna Kea Observatory using a spectrophotometer covering the 
spectral range 7 to 1 l p m  at 1.25% spectral resolution (auk). The aperture subtended 2 arcseconds 
which corresponds with a spot with a footprint of approximately 4 by 8 kilometers (the asymmetry 
being due to foreshortening near the lunar limb). The following locations were observed: Gruithuisen 
r a n d  6, Hansteen a (the Arrowhead), Aristarchus central peak, the mountain Herodotus X on the 
Aristarchus Plateau, the craters Mersenius and Hansteen near Humorum, and the mare fill within the 
crater Billy. The latter three targets were selected as examples of typical lunar material likely 
completely free of K-feldspar or quartz. Apollo landing sites could not be observed due to technical 
constraints which have been subsequently removed for future observations. 

Careful analysis of the position of the wavelength of the emission maxima of the spectra 
collected shows statistically valid variation among the various locations. The one sigma variation in 
determination of the wavelength of the Christiansen frequency maxima for five observations of the 
central peak of Aristarchus is approximately 0.026pm. This variation is taken to be the error in 
wavelength determination. Table 1 lists the emission maximum values of all the spectra collected and 
the difference between the emission maximum wavelength of each location and that of the mare fill in 
Billy. The latter column is shown because the absolute wavelength values derived seem 
systematically low relative to the lunar samples and previous telescopic measurements1 2 p 1  but 
differences within the data reported here probably reflect the differences in mineralogy. The 
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expected variation of emission maximum in lunar soils is only somewhat greater than the error in 
emission maximum described above so that the sampling and sensitivity of this data set is just barely 
adequate to discern the degree of variation typical in lunar soils. However, these data are entirely 
adequate to detect larger relative shifts in emission maximum which would be expected if significant 
amounts of silicic minerals were present in any of the areas measured. 

The very minor differences in emission maxima between the high-silica candidates and 
typical lunar locations indicate that none of the measured areas contain significant amounts of quartz, 
K-feldspar or other silicic minerals. Hansteen a (the Arrowhead) seems similar to other highland 
areas nearby thus is composed of typical lunar material. The Gruithuisen domes and the central peak 
of Aristarchus are also close to typical in mineralogy but may contain slightly more plagioclase than 
the highland craters and the Arrowhead. Therefore it is presently concluded that the measured red 
spots and at least a portion of the area exhibiting a Th anomaly at Aristarchus are not composed of 
high-silica evolved rock types. 
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Figure 1. Measurements of Christianwn emhslon frequency and 
802 content for important rock-forming minerals (10). Note lhat 
mlnerpls oommon h lunar granites and other evolved silicic rocks all 
exhiM1 Christianwn emission wavelangths leu than than of 
anorthile. 
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